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WAYout members 

Welcome  to  the  latest  WAYout
newsletter.  It  has  been  a  year  in
which  Sierra  Leone  was  finally
declared  Ebola  free  by  the WHO on
March  17th 2016,  nearly  4000  died.
Freetown was hit by terrible floods  in
September and many are still trying  to
put their lives back together. 

Thanks  to  your  generosity  we  were
able  to  help  WAYout  members  who
lost  their  homes  or  what  few
belongings they had. We still continue
to provide a daily meal- started during
the  state  of  emergency  but  just  as
much needed now- and we currently
see 30 new people through our doors
every month. 
In the longer term, by engaging people
in film and music, we enable people to
tell  their  stories,  the  foundation  of
understanding  and  change;  we  give
people  the  confidence  to  believe  in
themselves  and  go  on  to  other
education or reconnect with family; we
change community's attitude to street
youth and we get people off the streets
and in to jobs.

As soon as the Ebola crisis was over
and  we  could  hold  a  gathering,  we
gave  out  80  course  certificates.  And
we  recently  opened  Studio  2,  had
music  videos  at  number  one  in  the
National  charts,  completed  seven
albums,  and  many  dramas  and
documentaries, and reached 2700 with
membership.  The  Joe  Strummer
Foundation continue to support us and
we also won funding from The Charter
600  Charity  and  Evan  Cornish
Foundation  to  support  women's
projects and facilities but core funding
remains  a  challenge  so  we  are  still
very  dependent  on your  support  to
keep us going. 

PLEASE NOTE - WAYout depends on 
your public donations to keep going, 
and 100% of your money goes to Sierra 
Leone. Please do help us continue our 
work – donate here. 
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Two years in our new home

Music in the compound

We have now been in the new building
for two years and have just signed the
lease  for  the  next  two.  It  is  already
quite cramped with four computers in
the  photoshop  room,  four  editing
macs, the ever growing number in the
writers  group,  crammed  under  the
stairs. 

The writers under the stairs

We  have  two  music  studios,  the
women's  room  and  a  large  outside
compound  used  for  everything  there
isn't  room for  in  the house.  Recently
that  included  Tai  Chi  at  9.30  am,
acting, role play, music workshop and
writing classes.

Tai Chi in the morning

Ebola and Flood Crises- WAYout
Contribution.

The Ebola crisis was declared officially
over  on  17th March  2016  but  not
without warnings of re-emergence due
to  the  virus'  persistence  in  some
survivors.  WAYout  stayed  open
throughout,  providing  food  and  often
shelter during this period. 

Flooding very close to the WAYout studio

Sierra  Leone was then hit  by storms
and  floods  in  September  2015  and
once  again  many  of  our  members
were homeless.  We would particularly
like to thank the Mcandrews for their
support  with  the  food  supply  during
this period. 
You can see members films:
WAYout Grants
WAYout support during Ebola
Floods
and  other  Ebola  awareness  films  on
our youtube channel
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Claus Project Completed

DVD cover designed by Allusine Kamara

In October 2015 we completed the 

DVD cover designed by Gassimu P Sesay

Prince Claus funded project “Who 
Makes My Image?”  We recorded an 
album, “One Culture” of traditional 
artists including Neneh and 97 year 
old Yalaba- available for download 
here. 
We trained filmmakers who completed 
five films.  '  Spirit  ' about disabled tennis 
player George Wyndham; 'After the 
Jungle' about ex child soldier Mash P 
and his attempt to come to terms with 
his past through music. This was 
picked up by the BBC.

'FGM in Sierra Leone' made by a 
group of women filmmakers, a 
nuanced look at the issues around 
FGM and now being used by human 
rights organisations 

DVD cover designed by Allusine Kamara

and 'Guys of Destiny' about a group of 
disabled DJs and directed by one of 
them. Prince Claus fund said “The 
films really illustrate the deep 
commitment of WAYout
to creating a better future for 
disadvantaged youth in Sierra 
Leone… filmmakers illustrate the 
difficult past and present but also 
really show their resilience in a
beautiful way!”       

Mash P receives certificate from 
Project manager Sinneh N Sesay

Human Rights
WAYout supports Human Rights 
whenever and wherever we can. We 
continue to fight for better facilities for 
the women (see below). We 
encourage people to make films and 
music that explore HR issues. We 
have been working with Advocaid, an 
organisation  that offers women free 
legal support to women, making a film 
about sex workers and the abuses 
they face.  
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Disabled trio 'Outrage' in the studio

*******************************************
The Women's Room

We received funding from Charter 600
to equip the women's room and from
Evan Cornish to run outreach projects.
So  they  now  have  two  editing
machines and two PCs for writing and
photoshop and a camera. They made
this film to celebrate what they do.

They have made short dramas about
teenage  pregnancy,  domestic  slavery
and  abuse as  well  as  music  promos
and comedy. 

WAYout women in the studio

Mariama  Kargbo  and  Susan  Kargbo
are  training  12  street  women  per
month  for  three  months  in  media
production.  It  is  hard  for  street  girls
and  sex  workers  to  come  in  to  the
studio  for  classes so they are  taking
the cameras out to them. 

Susan and Mariama and their students

****************************************
   WAYout music

We have now produced 13 albums. 
Three were released earlier this year- 
including Wanted's 'Most Wanted'

The video for track “How Would You 
Feel?”, which is a collaboration with 
UK artist Shelly Ravid, was number 
one in the new TV channel, AYV's 
charts, for several weeks. 
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Black Street Family's “Family Affairs”  
which is downloadable here, was 
launched in April and their track, 
“  Honey Na Mi Life” is currently number 
one on the radio. 

Black Street Family on stage

Fisher, Mash P, The Way, Meeky, King 
Che, C Note, Ansumana and Injection 
all have completed albums to be 
launched later in the year supported 
by the Casual Disco. 
WAYout music plays regularly on major 
radio stations and various artists do 
talk shows. 

The Joe Strummer Foundation 
provided another laptop as well as 
kitting out studio two where members 
learn logic production. 

DJ B Show, from Freetown Radio, in Studio 2

We are producing tracks for the 
Ministry of Education's 'Early 
Childhood Development' project.

Mina with her keyboards students

Earlier this year,  we had a UK 
volunteer in Freetown, Hannah 
Mcinerny, aka Mina. Hannah is a 
music producer and DJ and she taught 
logic and keyboards and produced 
tracks with Wanted, Sillati and Neneh 
which have been played on BBC and 
online radio stations.  You can 
download Hannah's EP 'Kabala' here.
Check out some of WAYout's most 
popular music videos:
Mr President- Mash P 
Gully Anthem- Wanted 
Honey Na Mi Life-BSF
Through increased visibility, WAYout 
videographers are getting work. 
Abubakarr Charm works at Star TV, 
Mamud Jalloh at AYV TV, Nandaywa 
Thoronka- The Women's Network, 
Josta Hopps, Dako City, Kabba 
Kargbo 

**************************************

The Way Film Group

The Way group shooting the soap

The Way film group have 50 members
aged 13 to 30 years.They are currently
shooting a soap- a series based in the
gully (slum) area where they live, with
story  lines  that  include  domestic
violence,  stigma,  homelessness  and
mental  health.  They  want  to  do
something that touched on the issues
every one faces but rarely talks about.
Four episodes shot so far.
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     The Way guys on stage at the celebration

Once seen as thieves and no-hopers,
the community now reports less crime
and their attitude has changed towards
the  group.  In  December,  we  held  a
celebration of their achievements.

Audience at The Way celebration 

They have completed an album which
will be launched in November 2016. 
Ebola track about stigma.

Shooting 'SL Polo' for NASA competition 

****************************************
Grants

WAYout  has  run  a  small  grants
scheme  for  two  years  now  which
allows people who have been coming
for  six  months and show themselves
committed to learning,  to  apply  for  a
grant. 74 people have received grants.

32 are now successfully in  their  own
homes.  Several  have  travelled  to  be
re-united  with  long  lost  families  and
communities.
The WAYout grants scheme

Allusine Kamara receiving certificate 

Allusine  Kamara,  aka  Easyman,  has
received  a  grant  for  rent.  Seen  here
receiving  a  'Significant  Contribution'
certificate  for  his  work  teaching
photoshop  to  others,  organising  the
cleaning and rapidly becoming one of
our most hard working filmmakers. 
********************************************

Competitions and Certificates

We had our first certificate giving 
session since Ebola, in December 
2015. 80 certificates were given for 
editing, photoshop and audio 
engineering and nine certificates for 
'significant contribution' to studio 
engineers and studio managers- John 
Kalokoh and Gibrilla Kamara; editing 
teacher -Josta Hopps; The Way group 
organisers-Alimamy Kamara, Sinneh 
N Sesay and Mohamed Conteh; office 
manager Mohamed Kamara and 
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photoshop teachers- Gassimu P 
Sesay and Allusine Kamara. 

Mohamed S. Kamara- aka MSK 

Despite Ebola and floods, we have run
several  competitions  for  members.
These act as great motivators .  

Music Video competition finalists

We have run two music video making 
competitions and four photoshop 
competitions. We also ran a Human 
Rights film proposal competition. 
********************************************

WAYout Films

From Ebola awareness to Women's 
Rights, comedy to music videos- 
WAYout continues to produce 
excellent, awareness raising, award 
winning films. The writers group, which 
meets every Friday morning, made 
their first drama “Damaged Heart” 
about the impact of rape on a 
relationship. Directed by David Conteh 
(sadly now deceased). The group is 
run by Ahmed Tejan and Foday Sillah 
and they have three more scripts 
ready to shoot.

The cast and crew of 'Damaged Heart'

Kenya finished his comedy- “Kenya in 
Freetown” about a provincial man 
tackling life in the big city and the first 
in a series. Shot by Easyman and 
Josta and edited by Easyman.

Kenya, starring in his comedy

We have produced films for other 
NGOs like Street Child, including the 
production of 80 short films for their 
project supporting mothers so they can 
send their daughters to school. MSK, 
Sinbob and Josta shot these. 

MSK shooting for Street Child

Recently we followed journalist James 
Ruddy as he was reunited with 
Tenneh, a young woman who, as a 
child, had a bullet lodged behind her 
eye and travelled to the UK for 
treatment. This was shown on ITV 
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News and was shot by Josta and 
MSK. Report here.
********************************************

In Memory

We lost two of our members this year-
David Conteh, aka Master Blaster,
who was a larger than life, gentle
giant  who  was  becoming  a  fine
writer  and  leader  of  the  writer's
group. And Panashaba, one of our
talented musicians and brother of
John  our  studio  engineer.  They
will both be missed.

**********************************

Thankyous

There are so many thankyous-
Thank you to all those who entered the 
raffle which paid our rent this year and 
those who responded to the flood and 
Ebola appeals. 

We are very grateful for the continued
support  of  The  Joe  Strummer
Foundation. 

Equipment  donations  from  Alan  Sim,
Neil  Higginson,  Wendie  Ottewill  (our
new trustee) who collected up a lot of
camera gear from her contacts.

Josta, MSK and Gas P using the new tracks

The Prince Claus Foundation

Mercer's Charter 600 Charity

Evan Cornish Foundation

Thankyou to
Marian Fielding, Julie Ibbott, Deborah
and Tom Mcandrew, Dr Judith Samuel,
for generous support 

And  as  always,  thank  you  to  John
Nashville and Gibo Kamara, our studio
engineers  and  much  more.  Josta
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Hopps,  Sinneh  Sesay  (Sinbob),
Mohamed S. Kamara (MSK), Alimamy
Kamara,  Mariama  Kargbo,  Susan
Kargbo,  Allusine  Kamara  (Easyman),
Amara Kosia

John shooting BSF video with Schooler B

Josta and Sinbob

Gibo in the studio

WAYout needs YOU! 
We are looking for new trustees and 
volunteers to help here in the UK and in 
Sierra Leone on our up-and-coming 
projects 
Areas of specialism required include;
- Fundraising - grants, applications, 
corporate/private equity relations; events 
and activities
- Finance and accounting
- International Law
- Web presence - website management 
and social networking.
- Celebrity liaison 

- Music & film teaching/production
For more information, and to apply, visit 
our page on idealist.org – . 
Or, if you have any money-raising ideas, 
would like to donate equipment or 
resources, or would like to volunteer to 
fundraise, host events, and in other ways, 
please get in contact – 
info@wayoutarts.org. 
We are appearing at volunteer fairs across 
the south-east – if you would like us to 
appear at yours, please get in contact.
****************************************
****************************************

WAYout on the internet
 WAYout website. 
 Volunteer for WAYout

WAYout twitter
Facebook  .
WAYout documentary.
WAYout BIMM documentary

We have an ongoing appeal for phones- 
doesn't matter how old as long as they 
work. Phones are a lifeline and a necessity 
if you want to be professional.  So please 
send in your phones to the address below.

Donating:
go to Mydonate and search WAYout or
donate here 
Post cheques to WAYout, 25 Newquay 
House, Sancroft Street, London SE11 5UN
Donate through paypal using our email 
address info@wayoutarts.org
Or fill in a standing order form
All of these can be accessed from the 
website. 
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